
Four Points to a Perfect Pitch 
Moderators: Abigail Boatwright, Kate Bradley Byars and Jennifer Bryant 

 
1. PRECISE: Tailored specifically for the media outlet and its niche audience, and sent to the 
correct contact at the magazine. Use the AHP directory, the magazine’s masthead, website or 
mutual contacts to find the correct contact to address the pitch. Before you pitch, download or 
request the freelancer guidelines.  

Using guidelines and research, discern the magazine’s niche. Read or view the medium 
critically. Ask yourself: In what ways does this magazine/website/etc. differ from others, 
especially those aimed at similar audiences? If the pitch fits, proceed in a timely manner.  

  
2. TIMELY: Pitch your article idea with enough time for the editor to make a decision. Most 
magazines work at least two months out, and plan editorial nearly a year ahead of publication. 
Provide lead time for the editor to consult with advisors and look at event calendars.  
 Consider pitching: 

- Prior to a trip or relevant event (i.e. event coverage) 
- During “pitching season” 
- When you get a great idea! 

 
3. THOROUGH: Include enough detail to flesh out the proposed angle, but not so wordy that 
the editor’s eyes glaze over. Two or three short paragraphs are usually sufficient. If the editor is 
intrigued, she’ll contact you for more information. (Pitching in person? Think “elevator 
speech.”) 

-     Show thoroughness of an idea with a working title and deck / solid intro or lede 
-     Image possibilities 
-     Media options for social or web 
-     Source ideas 

*Note: If you’ve not worked with this editor before, sell yourself. Explain why you’re the right 
person for this gig. Publishing credits, awards, professional qualifications, special expertise on 
the subject matter, unique access to resources or a sought-after subject—let the editor know. 
 
4. FOLLOW UP: In the conclusion of the email/correspondence, give them a time of when 
you’ll circle back. This should be at least two weeks. Let them know you won’t pitch these ideas 
elsewhere yet. 

- In two weeks, follow up—make sure they don’t need any other info and that they 
received your pitches. 

- Don’t badger them. Editors are super busy. 
- Don’t take it personally if they don’t accept your pitches. Ask for feedback on how 

you can better supply good ideas for them (if they have time they might help you). 
 



 
Points of Advice:  
When pitching, remember the following professional points.  

- Don’t cross-pitch ideas! (some crossover might be OK in sister pubs) 
- Something in your wheelhouse, or something you’re interested in learning more about 
- Great sources, interesting story ideas, problem solving 

 
Need to break into a new niche? Try to start online. 

- Great way to get your foot in the door 
- Quicker turnover on payment, published work 
- Sometimes less pay 
- More innovative formatting/storytelling sometimes possible 
- *find the right editor to contact.  

 
Provide photos/multimedia or a path to obtain them for a complete project. 

- Read the magazine/media—know which companies your work will be a fit for. 
- Discuss how your work can be used (Slideshow? Article? Photo collage with 

captions?) 
- If you’re not a writer, consider collaborating with a writer you trust, or show how 

your photos can be integrated into a story written by someone on staff 
- Realize editorial prices are not always the same as commercial. 
- Know where your work has already been published—disclose to editor. 

 
Think practically. 

- A first-time contributor is probably not going to sell a cover photo or a major feature.  
- Breaking in? Aim your sights a bit lower—say, a news item, a short department, or a 

photo or illustration of similar magnitude.  
- Ditto for the media outlet. A small website or a regional publication may be an easier 

market to crack than Equus or Western Horseman. 
 
 
If at first you don’t succeed…well, you know. If two or three pitches get rejected, it’s OK to ask 
what might enhance your chances of success. Good luck and happy pitching! 


